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Inquiry into Environmental Infrastructure for Growing Populations
An inquiry into the current and future arrangements to secure environmental infrastructure,
particularly parks and open space, for a growing population in Melbourne and across
regional centres

1. Introduction.
Blackburn Village Residents Group thanks the Committee for the opportunity to submit a community
view on provision of open space.
Since its formation in 1987, BVRG has aimed to ensure that the interests of local residents are
recognised in planning issues affecting Blackburn. To achieve this goal the BVRG has made major
written submissions to numerous Panels, appointed to review Amendments to the Whitehorse
Planning Schemes, and to numerous committees of review at State and Local Government levels.

2. Pandemic has stress tested the system.
The COVID 19 pandemic response to lockdowns and restricted movement of the urban population has
had two significant paradigm shifts.
The first is that the centralised work and entertainment model of our large cities will be changed for
some years to come perhaps permanently. The ability to work from home or remotely from the office
has had negative impacts on CBD business that service the daily workforce, however in the suburbs
and regions there is a greater demand on local businesses and community infrastructure. Settlement
patterns are also changing with decreasing demand for high density living, particularly in the CBD.
The second paradigm shift is that people have rediscovered passive recreation and the outdoors.
However, the open space in greater Melbourne has been found wanting, it has been shown to be
inadequate both amount available and design for users. The pandemic has stress tested the system
which provides a proxy for what impacts higher population pressures will place on open space
infrastructure.
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Public open space infrastructure has been found to be inadequate at many levels:
• Difficulty in achieving social distancing,
• Limited and congested options for exercise,
• Too many children and adults at pocket parks for the play equipment provided.
• Demand has exceeded capacity for open space – parks, playgrounds, footpaths, shared cycle
and pedestrian paths, reserves, off lead dog parks all crowded.
• Shared paths are congested with pedestrians, dog walkers with dogs on and off leads and
cyclists alone or in family groups.
• For those who could cycle to work either locally or for a city commute, the options were
fragmented. There is little dedicated cycling infrastructure, and little has been done by state
or local government to facilitate safer on road cycling for those choosing to avoid large
numbers of people on public transport. In many countries pop up cycle lanes were introduced.
Lower car volumes due to lockdowns allowed pop up lanes which encouraged social distancing
and even less cars on the roads. These pop-up lanes also removed cyclists from shared paths
reducing conflict with pedestrians, and from mixing with road traffic making it safer.
• Bushland parks are being trashed with people going off track, increased litter including dog
droppings and overflowing car parks.
• Paved suburban footpaths are often not wide enough for the number of people using them.
• The deemphasis, in the planning scheme, for high and medium density developments to
provide residents with adequate private open space including gardens or shade, leaves
residents no alternative but to rely on what is publicly available.
• The focus on yield ahead of amenity for brownfield and greenfield residential developments
has left many new residential areas without adequate public open space.
• The lack of implementation of existing public open space strategic plans espoused in Plan
Melbourne.

3. What future arrangements would secure environmental infrastructure?
We need only refer to existing planning strategy documents for guidance. What has been lacking is
the policy implementation. There is a need for implementation of the strategic policies promised
almost 20 years ago in Melbourne 2030 – Planning for Sustainable Growth strategy document1
published in 2002 and more recently in the latest Department of Infrastructure guiding document Plan Melbourne 2017-20502.
The best strategy for securing environmental infrastructure is to secure what public open space is
already in place. Once the loss of public open space is stopped then strategies for increasing it can be
implemented. Every Victorian should be entitled to access to open space and we suggest that a ratio
be applied to ensure adequate provision of open space keeps pace with a growing population and
increasing densification. In some equivalent countries and some Australian states, 2.8Ha of public
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A Great Place to Be - Policy 5.7. Rectify gaps in the network of metropolitan open space by creating new
parks and ensure major open space corridors are protected and enhanced (Melbourne 2030 – Planning for
Sustainable Growth strategy -2002)
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6.4.2 ‘A new metropolitan open space strategy will be developed to ensure Melbourne’s growing
population is provided with, and has access to, quality open space.’ (Plan Melbourne 2017-2050)
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open space per 1000 people3 is deemed as desirable. This ratio would appear to be a good measure
in the absence of an agreed standard.
There must also be a requirement that, if an agency needs to use its open space for other purposes
such as freeway extensions, level crossing removal, municipal carparks etc. that a condition of its use
is the acquisition, within the local government area, of a site or sites of a similar area to that which
has been lost. The funding for replacement land is not to come from funds already levied to replace
other open space already lost.
We believe that there are also options for better use of existing land to provide more open space.
Melbourne Water pipe easements and retarding basins for example. Power line easements also
provide opportunities as do dormant development sites.
Blackburn Village Residents Group provide broad and more detailed suggestions that could form part
of a more robust strategy to address existing open space deficiencies and loss.
1. Better utilisation of existing infrastructure networks.
Existing infrastructure networks for major roads and freeways, water, gas, and power supply lines
can be utilised better to provide accessible open space. Freeway upgrades and level crossing
removal projects require development of shared paths to be part of the project. In some cases,
such as elevated rail, open space is added as part of the project.
Some better utilisation of existing infrastructure network examples:
o

o

o

More dedicated cycling lanes on roadways are needed to separate cars from cyclists and
cyclists from pedestrians, particularly on the principal cycle network which seeks to make
commuting more attractive to cyclists. Principle cycle network development must be
actively implementation in the short to medium term. Benefits include increased cycling,
less cars and less shared path conflict with pedestrians.
Dedicated cycle lanes included in arterial road widening projects within or near to the
roadway being widened. For example, the North East Link will result in widening of arterial
roads such as Springvale, Blackburn and Middleborough Roads making them unsafe for
cyclists. Construction of dedicated cycle lanes must be provided in quieter parallel streets
to be funded as part of the project.
Easements for road, rail, water, and power could be better utilised for open space. There
are some safety issues to manage however by way of example many Melbourne water
retarding basins are fenced from the public, the risks associated with parts of some these
sites could be mitigated. Pipe and power easements likewise provide opportunities for
better use for passive recreation.

2. Temporary use of dormant private land.
Many city and large suburban building sites sit vacant and cleared awaiting redevelopment
approval. This often is in the order of years. The planning scheme should require access to those
sites for pop up parks until development begins. Access would be based on no detriment to the
owner and agreed conditions would apply including the costs of any remediation required to allow
the pop-up park to be established. Brisbane City in the early eighties had such a policy for vacant
city blocks.
3. Better public open space outcomes for large greenfield and Brownfield development sites.
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2.83 ha per 1,000 population (refer to Open Space Planning Standards in Australia: in Search of Origins A J Veal,

Sydney 2016)
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Large development sites need to make a significant contribution to public open space, walking
and cycling amenity. Permeability and connectivity to surrounding road and open space linkages
needs to be a requirement of the planning scheme. Open space provision needs to be tied to
density of development. Just like the ratio of car parking requirements is tied to the number of
residents so should the provision of open space. Say 40% of the site area for low and medium
density development, and a per bedroom area provision added for higher density apartments.
The trade-off for higher density taller buildings is provision of more open space for the residents
at ground level.
4. Low or high-rise Apartments
A requirement of the planning scheme that 12 sqm of open space is provided on the development
site for each bedroom in the development or 40% , whichever is greater, to provide space and
amenity for residents at home, reducing the demand on public open space.
5. Overlays or zoning to protect future open space.
The planning scheme has a public acquisition overlay, that includes acquisition for public open
space. A review of the city of Whitehorse planning scheme highlights that there are currently no
sites within the municipality that are subject to acquisition for open space. This is despite council
collecting a public open space levy from developers for many years and having a substantial
reserve in the ten’s of million dollars set aside for that purpose.
To provide more impetus for public open space provision and certainty for stakeholders the
following suggestions are made:
o

Establishing, in the Planning Scheme, a separate overlay - Future Public Open Space
Overlay (FPOSO) to ensure adequate public open space is available to residents in towns,
regional centres, and cities. The FPOSO would be forward looking 10 or twenty years just
as future roads projects are planned. This approach allows orderly acquisition when the
owner wishes to sell. Some general principles would apply:
▪ The overlay would require strategic justification through the planning scheme.
Councils would be compelled to undertake strategic studies that would underpin
a Future Public Open Space Overlay. The overlay would provide more certainty
for the desired outcome to owners, community, and council.
▪ Sites identified as FPOSO are protected from other development. Privately held
property within the overlay would be purchased at market value with transfer
costs included when the owner wishes to sell or when compulsory acquisition is
triggered.
▪ Public open space overlays would endeavour to follow and consolidate existing
open space corridors and make linkages to suburban and regional parks where
possible. This would enable more connected off-road walking and cycling as well
as re-establishing habitat links.
▪ The overlay would also identify on the overlay map, public open space loss due to
other development requirements such as the North East Link project and detail
on the map where the offset open space site will be located. For instance the loss
of public open space for Whitehorse due to the North East Link project would be
highlighted on the overlay map and a replacement site such as the Federation
Brickworks site at Box Hill would also be shown as the offset site for which public
acquisition would be required.
▪ Local parks in urban areas must be in easy walking distance for all residents but
no further distant than 500m from any resident. The park size must be adequate
to include child play equipment, casual shaded seating and tables and allow
limited exercise.
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o

Councils must be required to identify sites through strategic studies, including sites held
by all tiers of government, that are suitable for public open space. The planning scheme
must then guide strategies to be followed by councils and state government agencies,
setting concrete objectives, outcomes and timelines that guarantee increased public open
space through purchase or negotiated access arrangements.

6. Retention and repurposing of public and private owned open space.
Open space in urban areas often includes open space not accessible to the general public such as
golf courses, institutional sites owned by charitable and religious organisations and the
commonwealth and large undeveloped industrial sites that must be considered under the
suggested Future Public Open Space Overlay (FPOSO).
• Golf courses with declining membership subject to potential sale for residential
development provide an opportunity to significantly increase public open space.
Considering this inquiry and the importance of retaining existing open space, change of
use from golf course should be strongly biased toward public open space. BVRG in its
submission to ‘Planning for Golf - Discussion Paper in August 2017 wrote
‘We generally support the proposed idea to establish a framework for golf course land
development strengthened with the following. We urge and encourage:
•

•
•

Retention of the land as far as possible as open space in public ownership.
Melbourne’s population projections show the need to be cautious and
conservative to ensure there is adequate open space for a population double or
triple present levels. Once lost open space is expensive to recover.
Strong consideration of accessible active transport links to encourage walking
and cycling for recreation, commuting, and shopping.
A holistic management approach for land that may, in its present form be
considered degraded. Recreational and bushland parks over time and careful
management can transform an area.
o Appropriate zoning to be considered ahead of any change of use to
ensure continuation and controls of the public access and public good
values and to avoid profiteering and windfall profits that may result
from a rush to add to the already plentiful residential zones……...’

The outcome of that process released in June 2020 was a document - Planning Guidelines for
the Conversion of Golf Course Land.4 In any application to redevelop golf course sites, the
guidelines give weight to the public open space values. In our view the broader need for public
open space should be strengthened by strategically supported Future Public Open Space
Overlays.
•

Institutional, commonwealth and industrial sites consisting of undeveloped open space
should also be considered in any future open space overlays. In our experience through
community advocacy two such Blackburn sites5 have been developed while retaining
significant amounts of open space that would have been lost if the initial planning applications
were endorsed. Both sites were protected by Significant Landscape Overlays which are
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https://www.planning.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0030/477741/PlanningGuidelines_for_Conversion_of_Golf_Course_Land_to_Other_Purposes.pdf
5
Large scale Aged Care site redevelopments at the former Deaf Society Site at 1 Lake Road, Blackburn and the
Seventh Day Adventist Site located on Central Road Blackburn.
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designed to accommodate significant development. Concessions were only achieved through
protracted processes through VCAT. A future Open Space Overlay would provide more
certainty for the preferred future of sites that have high public open space value.
7. Open space levy.
Levies charged by councils for open space contribution must be:
o levied on all developers to better share the cost. All residents access public open space.
o spent on open space acquisition within 5 years of receiving the levy.
o spent on site acquisitions which are within a future public space overlay.
o indexed at a rate to reflect the true cost of providing a prescribed amount of public open space
to future residents on a square meter per person.

4. Conclusion.
We appreciate the opportunity to contribute to this review and encourage the committee to be
bold in its recommendations.
The need is clear, the Melbourne 2030 and Plan Melbourne documents for almost 20 years have
made the case for fit for purpose environmental infrastructure. It is time for action.

Michael Taafe
President Blackburn Village Residents Group Inc.
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